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Abstract: Background: The aim of this study was to propose a new 3D printing method for attachment
production and compare the reproduction accuracy of traditional attachments with the proposed
3D-printed attachments. Methods: A standardized 3D model attachment was created with the
dimensions of 3, 2, and 2 mm for the apico-coronal, mesio-distal, and vestibulo-lingual dimensions,
respectively. A 3D ideal model of the maxillary arch was used to apply four standardized attachments
on the vestibular surface of selected teeth. The obtained model with placed attachments was used
to reproduce composite attachments via the conventional method. A transfer template was used to
bond with the flow composite resin 3D-printed attachment on a new arch model without attachments.
The models with traditional attachments and 3D-printed attachments were scanned and overlapped
with the original CAD model with attachments. To assess the attachment precision, vertical and
horizontal cutting planes were used on the overlapped models. The outcome selection focused
on puff analysis (excess composite material evaluation) and shape analysis (attachment accuracy
evaluation). Results: The results indicated that the 3D-printed attachments showed significant
differences (p < 0.05) compared to the traditional attachments. The descriptive statistics showed
the higher discrepancies compared to the CAD model of the traditionally created attachments in
the shape (0.85 mm) and puff dimension (1.02 mm). Conclusion: Custom 3D-printed attachment
production is an effective method for achieving greater attachment precision.

Keywords: aligners; attachments; digital dentistry; 3D-printed attachments; reproduction accuracy;
attachment manufacture

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been an increase in patients needing aesthetic orthodontic
treatment such as clear aligner therapy. The influence of traditional orthodontic appliances,
such as brackets, on patients’ aesthetic perceptions and quality of life has been widely stud-
ied. For example, Barrera-Chaparro and colleagues examined the orthodontic treatment
need, types of brackets, and oral health-related quality of life, highlighting the importance
of considering these factors in treatment planning [1].

In addition to the aesthetic impact of orthodontic appliances, patients increasingly
seek optimal aesthetic results by focusing on, for example, the incisor position and arch
symmetry; therefore, the current orthodontic research focuses on improving the perfor-
mance of clear aligners during orthodontic treatment, which is also associated with the
use of mini-screws to address complex treatments in order to combine the aesthetic need
during treatment and the need for an optimal aesthetic result [2,3].

In addition to the cosmetic aspect, the literature has also focused on the effects of
aligner treatment on tooth structures by comparing it to conventional treatment with special
attention paid to root resorption; some studies have shown minimal or insignificant differ-
ences in root resorption between the two treatment groups, while others have suggested
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that patients treated with clear aligners may have slightly lower levels of root resorption
than those treated with fixed brackets [4–7].

The literature has also addressed the advantages of aligner removability. In fact,
although the ability to remove the aligner is an advantage because it makes it less invasive
for patients by allowing better oral hygiene than traditional fixed braces [8], it can also be a
disadvantage because it requires patient cooperation [9].

The performance of aligner therapy is related to aligner and attachment characteris-
tics [10].

To improve the performance of aligners in managing tooth movement, the use of
attachments was introduced [11].

Attachments are composite buttons that are transferred to the tooth surface using an
adhesive technique through a template. They serve as a force transfer device from the
aligner to the tooth, enhance retention, and improve specific tooth movements [11,12].

Attachments can have different designs, with various shapes and sizes, chosen accord-
ing to the planned tooth movement. These supports are virtually placed and subsequently
bonded on the tooth surfaces using specific placement templates [13–15].

The clinical reproduction of the attachment shape is influenced by various clinical
variables, such as the transfer template material [10,16], the attachment construction mate-
rial [17], and the type of polymerization [18].

This study’s aim is to propose a new technique for attachment reproduction. It involves
the creation of attachments with 3D printing technology and the subsequent bonding of
pre-made attachments with assisted clear templates. Moreover, this study aims to compare
traditional attachment fabrication and the originally proposed technique in terms of the
reproduction accuracy.

2. Materials and Methods

The research protocol was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the
University of Messina (Prot.33-20 obtained on 4 March 2020). The following experimental
study was conducted according to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki.

The sample for this experimental study included an STL file of the dental cast records
of 30 subjects (mean age 30.9 ± 7.0 y.o.), including 15 males (mean age 31.2 ± 7.7 y.o.) and
15 females (mean age 30.7 ± 5.2 y.o.) selected from the digital archive of the Orthodontic
Clinic of the University Polyclinic of Messina.

The selection criteria for the included patients were as follows:

- Permanent dentition.
- Patients with Class I malocclusion.

The exclusion criteria were as follows:

- Patients with dental caries.
- Gingival recessions.
- Crown or periodontal abnormalities.
- Presence of dental crowding.

For each selected patient, the upper model was imported into the Meshmixer software
(Autodesk Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA). A geometric tridimensional object with a par-
allelepiped shape was imported into the software interface and used as the attachment
for the aligner therapy. The parallelepiped presented the following dimensions: 3, 2, and
2 mm for the apico-coronal, mesio-distal and vestibulo-lingual dimensions, respectively.
This attachment was duplicated three times in order to obtain four identical attachments.

The parallelepiped attachments created were then placed on the vestibular faces of
1.1, 2.1, 1.6 and 2.6 and consequently overlapped, moving the attachment 0.3 mm in the
direction of the vestibular surface.
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The attachments were merged along with the upper model to constitute a single STL
file (stereolithographic file format), named Model Master (MM) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Model Master (MM).

The Boolean operation was performed by subtracting the model from the attachment
shape, thus obtaining attachments with a customized base plate according to the dental
anatomy.

Subsequently, the created custom attachments (CA), the MM model, and two models
without attachments (M1, M2) were produced by a 3D printing process using a Liquid
Crystal Precision 1.5 3D printer (Photocentric Inc., Avondale, AZ, USA) with Daylight
Precision Dental Model White Resin (Photocentric Inc., Avondale, AZ, USA) (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Printing plate on the CHITUBOX program: 2 models without attachment, 1 with attachment
(MM), and custom 4 attachments.

The MM model was used to fabricate, via the thermoforming process (Erkoform 3D
Motion, Erkodent Erich Kopp GmbH, Pfalzgrafenweiler, Germany), the 0.8 mm glycol-
modified polyethylene terephthalate transfer template (Pet-G-Erkodur, Erkodent Erich
Kopp GmbH, Pfalzgrafenweiler, Germany) used to support the clinician in the attachment-
bonding process.

This template will be used for both the clinical formation of the traditional attachments
(TA) and the transfer of the 3D-printed attachments (CA) (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Thermoformed transfer templates were used for the two bonding protocols.

2.1. Attachment Transfer: Operating Procedure

After obtaining the MM model, two transfer templates were created using two sheets
of 0.8 mm PET-G to facilitate the two bonding procedures:

- Bonding of 3D-printed attachments (CA)
- Bonding of traditional attachment (TA)

The bonding procedure for the 3D-printed attachments was carried out by dividing
the transfer template into three pieces. The custom 3D-printed attachment was inserted
into the transfer template and a standardized (a drop of flow composite that covered about
50% of the attachment surface) amount of flow composite (Enaflow-Micerium Spa, Avegno,
Genoa, Italy) was applied for bonding. Adhesive was then applied into the model, and
each part of the template was inserted into the model and cured with a UV Grand Valo
lamp (Ultradent, 505 West Ultradent Drive South Jordan, UT 84095, USA) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional printed bonding attachment protocol: Placement of the attachment in
the template and positioning of the flow composite.

The traditional transfer procedure involved the creation of a direct-flow attachment
(Enaflow-Micerium Spa, Avegno, Genoa, Italy). Inside the special slot created in the transfer
template, the flow composite was inserted, then the adhesive was applied in the model,
and finally, through the transfer template inserted in the model the attachments were
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transferred and cured. The attachments were created with flow composite according to the
previously standardized procedure.

The models with the conventional attachments and the model with the bonded 3D-
printed attachment were both scanned with the Maestro 3D MDS500 Desktop Scanner
(AGE Solutions S.r.l., Pisa, Italy; www.maestro3d.com).

Each model with attachments (CA and TA) was digitally superimposed into the Master
model (MM) using exocad 2.2 Valletta (DentalCAD; exocad GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany)
software to assess the precision of the attachment fabrication through the two distinct
procedures.

The discrepancies between the overlapping models were evaluated using the following
two cutting planes:

- Vertical (following the long axis of the tooth).
- Horizontal (perpendicular to the long axis of the tooth) (Figure 5).
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Measurements were performed between the two attachment profiles.
In the vertical cutting plane, the comparison of the superimposed models involved

the assessment of two key outcomes:

- Puff analysis

The amount of excess composite material at the level of the attachment–model in-
terface was measured. The excess composite was measured in the most gingival portion

www.maestro3d.com
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(GverpuffPoint) and the occlusal portion (OverpuffPoint), and the greatest model profile
discrepancy was estimated (Figure 6).
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- Shape analysis

The analysis focused on the accuracy of the shape of the attachment. The shape
analysis evaluated the average discrepancy of the two considered attachment profiles at
three different levels: the gingival level (GvershapePoint), central level (CvershapePoint),
and occlusal level of the attachment (OvershapePoint) (Figure 7).
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On the horizontal shear plane, the same assessment was performed:

Puff Analysis

The assessment was carried out at the points of maximum mesial (MhorpuffPoint)
and distal discrepancies along the attachment–model interface (DhorpuffPoint) (Figure 8).
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Shape Analysis

The accuracy of the shape of the attachment at the midpoint of the discrepancy was
assessed at the mesial (MhorshapePoint), central (ChorshapePoint), and distal profiles of
the attachment (DhorshapePoint) (Figure 9).
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For each attachment, 16 cutting sections were evaluated and 40 measurements were
performed.
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2.2. Statistical Analysis

The statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS statistical software, version 25.0
(IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). The significance levels were set at p < 0.05. The
normality of the data distribution was evaluated using the Shapiro–Wilk test, and Levene’s
test was applied to assess the homogeneity of the variance. Parametric ANOVA multiple
comparison tests were utilized for the inferential statistics.

Methodological Error Assessment:

To evaluate the methodological error associated with the scanning and model overlap-
ping procedures, a comparison was performed between the outcomes of the MA-CA and
MA-TA models. The intra-operator reliability was assessed using paired T-tests and the
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). The magnitude of the random error was determined
using Dahlberg’s formula. No statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) were observed
between the two assessments, indicating high reliability. A preliminary power analysis
was performed on the first five patients enrolled according to the methodology described
above.

The analysis was conducted by considering the preliminary mean difference values
between the results evaluating the relative linear discrepancy GvershapePoint MM vs.
GvershapePoint CA and GvershapePoint MM vs. GvershapePoint TA. The value obtained
between the averages was 0.51 mm and the standard deviation (SD) was 0.38 mm. These
values were used as the results to perform the power analysis calculation.

The analysis was performed with a power of 80% and the significance level was set
at 0.05.

The analysis showed a sample size of 27 cases. Enrollment was set at 30 patients to
minimize the risk of false negatives.

3. Results

The findings of this study indicate that the discrepancies in the attachment shape
between the planned design and the actual attachment were more pronounced for the
traditionally created attachments compared to those produced through 3D printing. Specif-
ically, descriptive statistics revealed larger disparities in shape (0.85 mm) (Table 1) and
puff (Table 2) (1.02 mm) for the traditionally created attachments, particularly at the gingi-
val level.

Table 1. Vertical and horizontal outcomes considered in the shape analysis.

Materials Tooth GverShapePoint CverShapePoint OverShapePoint

Vertical
Cutting Plane

Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

MM-TA 2.6 0.53 ± 0.24 0.15 0.85 0.19 ± 0.1 0.09 0.35 0.19 ± 0.03 0.15 0.22
MM-TA 2.1 0.44 ± 0.23 0.07 0.65 0.22 ± 0.17 0.04 0.51 0.14 ± 0.15 0.04 0.39
MM-TA 1.1 0.71 ± 0.04 0.68 0.78 0.15 ± 0.06 0.04 0.2 0.09 ± 0.08 0.04 0.24
MM-TA 1.6 0.36 ± 0.16 0.16 0.57 0.26 ± 0.15 0.13 0.44 0.15 ± 0.05 0.08 0.19
MM-CA 2.6 0.13 ± 0.06 0.06 0.22 0.05 ± 0.03 0.02 0.1 0.14 ± 0.07 0.06 0.21
MM-CA 2.1 0.13 ± 0.04 0.07 0.17 0.06 ± 0.04 0.01 0.13 0.23 ± 0.05 0.17 0.3
MM-CA 1.1 0.09 ± 0.07 0.02 0.2 0.08 ± 0.05 0.02 0.13 0.20 ± 0.1 0.05 0.3
MM-CA 1.6 0.19 ± 0.11 0.09 0.32 0.23 ± 0.21 0.04 0.5 0.20 ± 0.13 0.05 0.4

Materials Tooth MhorShapePoint ChorShapePoint DhorShapePoint

Horizontal
Cutting Plane

Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

MM-TA 2.6 0.25 ± 0.12 0.12 0.43 0.17 ± 0.09 0.07 0.29 0.22 ± 0.1 0.11 0.35
MM-TA 2.1 0.08 ± 0.05 0.03 0.14 0.15 ± 0.05 0.1 0.22 0.14 ± 0.05 0.09 0.22
MM-TA 1.1 0.15 ± 0.06 0.11 0.24 0.15 ± 0.06 0.05 0.2 0.08 ± 0.03 0.06 0.14
MM-TA 1.6 0.38 ± 0.32 0.1 0.9 0.28 ± 0.15 0.1 0.47 0.31 ± 0.11 0.16 0.46
MM-CA 2.6 0.16 ± 0.07 0.06 0.23 0.05 ± 0.03 0.01 0.07 0.08 ± 0.04 0.03 0.14
MM-CA 2.1 0.08 ± 0.03 0.05 0.12 0.05 ± 0.04 0.02 0.11 0.13 ± 0.08 0.04 0.23
MM-CA 1.1 0.21 ± 0.17 0.07 0.43 0.07 ± 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.17 ± 0.11 0.01 0.29
MM-CA 1.6 0.19 ± 0.08 0.11 0.32 0.22 ± 0.2 0.04 0.45 0.12 ± 0.11 0.02 0.5

MM, TA, and CA indicate Model Master, traditional attachment, and customized attachment.
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Table 2. Vertical and horizontal outcomes considered in the puff analysis.

Materials Tooth OverPuffPoint GverPuffPoint

Vertical
Cutting
Plane

Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

MM-TA 2.6 0.39 ± 0.34 0.1 0.87 0.65 ± 0.42 0.05 1.02
MM-TA 2.1 0.29 ± 0.01 0.28 0.3 0.32 ± 0.08 0.21 0.42
MM-TA 1.1 0.34 ± 0.08 0.28 0.47 0.42 ± 0.22 0.27 0.8
MM-TA 1.6 0.27 ± 0.14 0.08 0.4 0.31 ± 0.14 0.2 0.55
MM-CA 2.6 0.28 ± 0.24 0.1 0.68 0.48 ± 0.35 0.08 0.92
MM-CA 2.1 0.34 ± 0.19 0.18 0.66 0.16 ± 0.1 0.09 0.32
MM-CA 1.1 0.28 ± 0.12 0.17 0.43 0.20 ± 0.07 0.11 0.29
MM-CA 1.6 0.26 ± 0.19 0.01 0.5 0.43 ± 0.27 0.15 0.74

DhorPufPoint MhorPuffPoint

Horizontal
Cutting
Plane

Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

MM-TA 2.6 0.28 ± 0.13 0.09 0.44 0.35 ± 0.09 0.24 0.45
MM-TA 2.1 0.41 ± 0.05 0.34 0.47 0.26 ± 0.06 0.17 0.31
MM-TA 1.1 0.20 ± 0.06 0.15 0.3 0.43 ± 0.07 0.33 0.5
MM-TA 1.6 0.30 ± 0.17 0.14 0.5 0.24 ± 0.05 0.17 0.31
MM-CA 2.6 0.18 ± 0.07 0.1 0.29 0.21 ± 0.07 0.09 0.27
MM-CA 2.1 0.3 ± 0.06 0.24 0.38 0.24 ± 0.1 0.1 0.38
MM-CA 1.1 0.25 ± 0.19 0.09 0.58 0.34 ± 0.19 0.13 0.62
MM-CA 1.6 0.24 ± 0.2 0.02 0.5 0.29 ± 0.15 0.08 0.46

MM, TA, and CA indicate Model Master, traditional attachment, and customized attachment.

Furthermore, inferential statistics were employed to assess which type of attachment,
traditional or 3D-printed, demonstrated fewer deviations from the planned design. The
results revealed that the 3D-printed attachments exhibited greater accuracy in terms of the
shape reproduction and displayed less puff at the attachment–model interface compared to
traditionally created attachments (Table 3).

Table 3. Inferential statistics and multiple comparisons (univariate ANOVA). a means significant
differences with p < 0.05 were detected; b means no significant differences were detected.

MM-TA vs. MM-CA

GverShape Point CverShape Point OverShape Point OverPuff Point GverPuff Point

VERTICAL CUTTING PLANE 0.01 a 0.02 a 0.032 a 0.47 b 0.05 a

Mhorshape Point Chorshape Point Dhorshape Point Mhorshape Point Dhorpuff Point

HORIZONTAL CUTTING PLANE 0.432 b 0.01 a 0.07 a 0.22 a 0.083 b

MM-TA vs. MM-CA
Vertical Horizontal

Analysis of the Shape 0.01 a 0.01 a

Analysis of the Puff 0.031 a 0.048 a

MM, TA, and CA indicate Model Master, traditional attachment, and customized attachment.

These findings suggest that utilizing 3D printing technology for attachment creation
may lead to improved accuracy and reduced discrepancies between the planned and actual
attachment shapes, particularly when compared to traditional attachment fabrication
methods.

4. Discussion

The attachments used in clear aligner therapy are intended to enhance the clinical
performance of orthodontic treatment. The inadequate design or placement of these attach-
ments could hinder their ability to exert the necessary force to achieve the desired dental
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positioning [11]. Another factor influencing the effectiveness of clear aligner treatment and
its clinical results is the accuracy of replicating the shape of the attachments [17,19].

Many studies have assessed the effects of various forms of attachments on dental
movement [13,18,20,21].

However, only a limited number of studies have evaluated the accuracy of reproducing
the programmed shape required for the desired tooth displacement [17,19].

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in the literature that proposes
3D-printed custom attachments and evaluates their reproduction accuracy of the planned
shape and the presence of blowouts after bonding compared with traditional attachments
created from composite flow.

The accuracy of attachment replication can be affected by various factors, including
the material of the transfer template, the material composition of the attachment, and the
intraoperative skill of the operator.

A recent study [19] assessed the accuracy and reproducibility of the attachment shape
by comparing the attachment transfer with two different types of templates: Pet-G (glycol-
modified polyethylene terephthalate template) and PE (polyethylene template); the study
concluded that Pet-G allows more accurate reproduction of the attachment shape than
PE. In addition, these authors also evaluated the influence of composite resin materials
with different viscosities in reproducing the shape of the attachments, revealing that the
accuracy of high-viscosity and low-viscosity composites is equivalent.

Other authors carried out a comparative analysis of flowable and packable composite
materials [22], concluding that flowable composite materials necessitated less time for
preparation and showing no statistically significant differences in terms of damage when
compared to packable composites at the one-year evaluation. More authors have shown
that 3D-printed materials offer good accuracy and reproducibility of details, including
composite attachments; however, they may show lower strength than traditional materials,
especially in terms of the resistance to forces applied during orthodontic treatment [23].
Based on data from the previous literature [19,22], a PET-G template was used in the present
study to transfer both the traditional and 3D-printed attachments; in addition, the use of a
flow composite was chosen to create the traditional attachments.

The results of this study show statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) in the
accuracy between the 3D-printed custom attachments and the traditional flow-made at-
tachments.

On average, the 3D-printed custom attachments exhibited over 50% higher accuracy,
with the most significant discrepancies observed on the gingival side. The greater inac-
curacy in transferring the attachments at the gingival level (0.78 mm) can be due to the
“tenting effect” that occurs during the thermoforming process. The tenting effect is when
the thermoformed material tends to pull upward along the gingival as it cools [24].

This phenomenon can lead to challenges in achieving the optimal adherence of the
thermoformed tray to the teeth, especially in the gingival area, resulting in a greater inaccu-
racy in the shape reproduced in the template and, consequently, in the final attachment
shape. These results are consistent with the study conducted by Park SY and colleagues, in
which the median gap of thermoformed transparent aligners was evaluated using micro
CT and a spectrophotometer, showing that the median gap at the gingival level consistently
exceeded that at the occlusal surface [25].

Another factor contributing to the greater inaccuracy of traditional bindings made
from flow composite is the difficulty of standardizing the amount of composite material
used during the creation of the binding, which can lead to an inconsistency between the
programmed shape and the actual shape. On the contrary, the use of custom 3D-printed
attachments allows for better standardization of the composite amount flow during the
bonding procedure by using a standardized amount of composite.

The findings of this research indicate the potential benefits of customized 3D-printed
attachments in the clear aligner therapy. However, additional investigations are necessary
to assess the clinical impact of different amounts of attachment accuracy reproduction on
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the efficacy of clear aligners when it comes to achieving different types of dental movement.
The limitation of this study is that the reliability of the reproducibility of the attack in
relation to the different possible forms is not evaluated. In the future, well-designed
clinical studies with a control group will be able to better evaluate these aspects of clear
aligner therapy.

5. Conclusions

The presence of puffs in 3D-printed custom attachments is significantly reduced
compared to the puffs present at the attachment–model interface of traditional attachments.

In the future, custom attachments made by 3D printing could be a valid alternative to
traditional attachments made to improve attachment reproduction.
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